COMPONENT DESCRIPTION - ELP3

PROGRAMME:
3-Year Enterprising Leadership Programme

COMPONENT:
Enterprising Leadership 3 – Practice review and evaluation

SEMESTER:
Semester 2 “OUTPOST”

DOMAIN:
Enterprising Leadership Practice

DESCRIPTION:
The ELP 1 – 6 components all have a similar build up, though each have specific focuses depending on the previous component in the semester. Themes, skills and knowledge specific to the domains and the assignments of the semester are incorporated into the specific ELP component. An overall introduction will follow in this section and won’t be repeated under ELP 2 - 6; only the specific focus for the ELP component will be presented.

The ELP components provide the student with an introduction to the Enterprising Leadership Practice (ELP), an opportunity to practice and develop it throughout the semester, and an opportunity for the student to review and evaluate progress with their Team Leaders, peers on the team and with external partners. The ELP components serve as a map and compass to help the students to orient themselves in the education and take responsibility and initiative in their learning. Frameworks are introduced and integrated into the students practice regarding the three dimensions of the ELP: Developing Abilities, Cultivating Character, and honing A Sense of Direction. The ELP review and evaluation is meant to provide a consistent and iterative framework, where the students can return to the same themes and review the progress, during each semester. The evaluation occurs on individual, group and team/organisation-wide levels.

As a central part of the programme, each student is exposed to different challenges and work on a number of assignments and projects, either by their own making, or provided by the school. As such, each student will develop a portfolio of projects, which reflect the experiences gained, the methodologies, abilities and attitudes acquired, as well as the network created, during the course of their education. The portfolio, therefore, provides a strong testament of what the students are able to do and have to offer to future clients and employers. The creation and maintenance of the portfolio is an integrated part of the ELP.

ELP 3 focus:
The component furthers and broadens the students’ knowledge about how to experiment and work with themes relating to their organisations development and its results from a wide range of perspectives, recognising the connections of the different parts. The students will explore and disseminate how to work dynamically with
complex and changing assignments in another culture alongside local or international clients, and how to coordinate resources. The students will learn how to understand and communicate the value and impact that is created to their partners and stakeholders.

The organisation created for the semester will be challenged, changed and evaluated during the work and the students will learn to organise for a sustainable and efficient framework for the current and upcoming work in the organization. All projects carried out by the organisation will be solved through team and group assignments, and on an individual level.

**DURATION:**
6 weeks

**ECTS:**
10

**PREREQUISITES:**
Semester 2

**LEARNING OUTCOMES:**

**Developing a Practice**
The student should start to gain an ability to form, maintain and develop a practice, including:

- The ability to reflect and inquiry into one’s learning
- The ability to reflect and inquire around the themes
- The ability to set out challenges, goals and follow through to reach them
- The ability to form a personal reading list of compendium

**Cultivate Abilities**
The student should start to build up the capacity to intentionally cultivate the specific abilities: imagination, action, sense making, collaboration, communication, and learning, which includes:

- The capacity to connect assignments to the cultivation of relevant abilities
- The capacity to identify strengths and weaknesses within each of the abilities and develop approaches to practices to strengthening them
- The capacity to reflect on their abilities and relate it to their unique abilities and practice.

**Cultivate Character**
The student should start to build up the capacity to intentionally cultivate their character as an Enterprising Leader, which includes:

- The capacity to identify the salient attitudes that are called for in a situation and act upon them
- The capacity to identify strengths and weaknesses within their character and develop approaches and practices to strengthening them
- The capacity to reflect on their character and relate it to their unique abilities and practice.
Sense of Direction
The student should start to build up the capacity to intentionally sense their direction, including:

- The ability to articulate potential vocational fields of interest to investigate further.
- The ability to articulate one’s values and what matters most to them as leaders.
- The ability to investigate and articulate a draft of their potential fields for their upcoming assignments, such as the PBA (2nd Semester) and the their 4th Semester Plan.

Organisation-wide

- The ability to design and execute participatory and decision making processes
- The ability to dynamically develop, co-ordinate and deliver multiple parallel projects.
- The ability to form and develop a coherent and healthy organization culture

LEANING & TEACHING STRATEGY:

The learning process that the students carry out in their work and assignments is called Creative Inquiry. It is a process that is intended to be holistic, that involves exploration, creation and reflection and includes three ways of knowing and learning:

- Conceptual and theoretical knowledge
- Methodological and practical knowledge
- Phenomenological and experiential knowledge

The component is organised around an individual and an organisational exploration, evaluation and assessment, with particular focus of gaining the learning outcomes in the ELP components. The students explore through lectures, self-study, and guidance, peer to peer work and practical work on collaborative and individual assignments.
MARKING CRITERIA & ASSESSMENT:
The students shall update and develop their ELP Plan, which outlines their reflections, goals and development approach, within the three dimensions of the ELP: cultivating abilities, cultivating character and honing a sense of direction.

As a team-wide organisation, the students shall deliver all plans and preparations for upcoming assignments. Furthermore, they shall make a formal evaluation of the organisation and make any necessary changes to the structure and staffing of the organisation.

REALISATION:
Lecture, workshops, presentations, evaluations, and guidance: 50 hours
Organisational, project - and group work in all phases: 60 hours
Self-study, reading, research, and individual assignments: 86 hours
Community work: socially and professionally related study activities: 40 hours

COMPULSORY READING
The programme builds on the notion of students taking responsibility for their own learning, thus the students are expected to actively find reading and learning material, that suits their individual learning style for the indicative reading/learning materials.